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DISCLAIMER

This Community Update and the information contained herein (collectively, this “Update”) is for
informational purposes only. It is not financial or legal advice. This Update is meant to describe the focus,
plans, and general recent performance of the Yield Guild Games Decentralized Autonomous Organization
(“YGG”) to provide a more transparent picture of its operations to its members.

THIS UPDATE HAS NOT BEEN AUDITED, AND IT SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON TO ENGAGE WITH YGG,
PURCHASE OR SELL YGG TOKENS, OTHER TOKENS OR NFTS, OR TAKE ANY OTHER ACTION OR
NON-ACTION WITH RESPECT TO YGG OR ANY OTHER ENTITY. IF YOU WISH TO ENGAGE WITH YGG,
YGG ENCOURAGES YOU TO REACH OUT TO ITS REPRESENTATIVES. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS PRESENTED “AS IS”, WITH NO GUARANTEE AS TO ITS ACCURACY OR RELIABILITY.

This Update also does not constitute an offer for investment and should not be used to support any such
claim. Moreover, this Update should not be used to support any claim or analysis stating that a person
should purchase the YGG token or any other token or asset for investment purposes. The YGG token is to
facilitate access to the YGG community and resources.

This Update further should not and may not be relied upon for any offer, purchase, or sale of securities or
digital assets, and does not attempt to provide any conclusive information or recommendations about any
other entity, token, or asset, whether in the metaverse, crypto community as a whole, or in traditional
markets.

This Update attempts to be an accurate summary of YGG's activities during the fourth quarter (October 1
to December 31) of 2022 but is neither guaranteed to be current as of the time the recipient reviews this
Update nor contain all material information.

No future-looking statement, expression of hope or excitement, or similar verbiage should be construed as
a promise or a guarantee but should only be taken as aspirational.
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Founders’ Update
In the last quarter of 2022, web3 as a whole faced many of the same challenges as it did the previous two
quarters. There were a lot of external pressures, prices were down — but the true builders in the industry
just kept building, and players kept on playing. Despite the market conditions affecting gaming tokens as
much, if not more than the market average, our players were still able to generate over US$2.75 million in
rewards from dedicating their time and effort to playing games.

In November, YGG hosted the first Philippine Web3 Festival, which was a great success, both in
commercial terms and based on the feedback we received from sponsors, partners and our player
community. We were joined by the Black Eyed Peas’ Apl.de.Ap, who has been helping launch the careers
of Filipino artists for many years, including giving web3 creatives their start via the First Mint Fund. Apl
has taken the Filipino language to the world with several hits over the years, and when he performed the
Tagalog (Filipino) Black Eyed Peas’ song “Bebot” at the Philippine Web3 Festival, it felt like a nice reminder
that the Filipino web3 community had also made its mark on the world stage — and YGG remains at the
center of that movement.

As the web3 world came together in Manila for the Philippine Web3 Festival, it was the perfect opportunity
for us to gather the leaders within the YGG network for the first SubDAO Summit. Since day one, we’ve all
worked together to further the YGG mission throughout the world. It was inspiring to hear all the progress
that has already been made and wonderful to see new collaborations and global initiatives forming in real
time.

Through 2022, our game partners have been working hard on their games — and our community is ready
to play. We will be attending the largest game developer conference in the world, the Game Developers
Conference (GDC), in San Francisco in the first quarter of 2023, which will no doubt see a series of major
releases from our partners.

The crypto market may be chaotic now, but we remain anchored to our community, our partners and our
vision for the coming year. We continue to boost web3 education through Web3 Metaversity, drive the
growth of esports with YGG Elite and YGG Rising Star, encourage more participants to build their
Metaverse résumé through the Guild Advancement Program (GAP), and support more of our game
partners as they launch. As we close this quarter and venture into another year of growth, building and
community, we do so with confidence that there are more great things to come.

#WeAreYGG,

Gab��, Ber�� �n� O�l
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YGG Leadership Team
The Yield Guild Games leadership team supports a team of 49, 13 esports team members and countless
more community members to ensure the smooth operation of the guild for all of its scholars and the YGG
community at large.

Gabby
Dizon
Co-founder

Beryl
Li
Co-founder

Owl of
Moistness
Co-founder

Colin
Goltra
Global Chief
Operating Officer

Jeff
Holmberg
Head of
Asset
Acquisition

Andrew
Green
Head of
Developer
Relations

Andy
Chou
Head of
Ecosystem
Development

KnightAV
Head of
Product
Development

Jen Yu
Head of
Design

Kurt
Watkins
Head of
Legal

Aurélie
Konter
Head of
Finance

Nam Le
Head of
Software
Development

YGG Leadership Update
The core team at YGG remains focused on building product (soon to be unveiled) and honing in on
strategic partnerships to expedite the guild’s product buildout. YGG’s core team welcomed six new
members and is seeking to hire a Senior Product Manager. The guild is proud to introduce the following
new members who have joined its core team:

● Hun Pascal Park joined the Esports team as Creative Manager. In this new role, Hun will drive
tournaments, online creative projects and player development to support YGG’s esports strategy.

● Serge-Raymond Nzabandora will strengthen the guild’s strategic partnerships and business
development efforts as a part of the Ecosystem Development team.

● Syl, a long-standing community member and self-proclaimed Thetan Arena aficionado, joined the
Media team, focused on YGG TV, esports tournament content and livestreams.

● Deezle has a dual role of Technical Project Manager for GrowthOps and Product Engineering.
● Karras joined the Dev team as a senior software engineer and front-end developer.
● Henry joined the FinOps team and is focused on accounting.

YGG is continuing to monitor its treasury and conserving funds where possible to ensure 20 months of
runway for operating expenses under current market conditions.

In Q4, YGG streamlined its business development funnel to ensure alignment across the greater YGG
network in order to amplify its service offerings in close partnership with its geographical subDAO
partners. In preparation for upcoming game launches, the guild ramped up its conversations with game
partners to ensure that they are wholly supported by YGG at the time of their launch.
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Engagement
AMAs, Twitter Spaces, Media & Community Campaigns
The YGG team produced a range of content for the community alongside many of YGG’s game partners.

DATE PARTNER DATE PARTNER

14.10.22 Big Bear Syndicate [AMA] 15-17.11.22 Philippine Web3 Festival [Live Broadcast]

14.10.22 Office Hours with Goltra 24.11.22 Office Hours with Goltra

21.10.22 GameOps Town Hall 25.11.22 SuperGaming [AMA] TowerConquest

21.10.22 Oasys [AMA] 28.11.22 Axie Origin Bootcamp with YGG Elite

24.10.22 Office Hours with Nate 9.12.22 GAP Season 2 Wrap Up [AMA]

28.10.22 GameOps Town Hall 16.12.22 Kapital DAO [AMA]

4.11.22 Legends of Venari [GameOps Town Hall] 18.12.22 YGG Community Trivia Night

4.11.22 Q3 Community Update [AMA] 19.12.22 Game Hunters Twitter Spaces

11.11.22 Castle Crush [GameOps Town Hall] 21.12.22 DeQuest [AMA]

17.11.22 Axie Open Manila [Live Broadcast] 31.12.22 2022 YGG Recap

Scholar Stories
YGG Scholar Stories shares a look at how the guild has impacted the lives of people in its community.

Angelica & Bryle
When Angelica's parents had to stop working, she
put her studies on hold so her siblings could
continue going to school. It was her boyfriend
Bryle who introduced her to YGG, until she soon
became an Axie Infinity scholar like him. Angelica
and Bryle found a sense of community in the
guild, where they have made new friends and
discovered a new way to bond with each other
through Axie. Watch their story here.

Top Podcast Appearances
The following highlights some of the podcasts that featured YGG in Q4. To stay up to date with all
YGG-related podcasts, you can follow YGG’s Substack and Spotify playlist.

The Blockcrunch Podcast
Oct 2022

DWF Chats
Nov 2022
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rsr2tZCIje4
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLL0vUXtar4KItHnfyOLkKePJkCxFoRAlg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESkVZaQpJXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRUzRWOEbh8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BfRYb5yrFyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2oIe-5fiag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICbO53ByhWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CO3HsKTisyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvOV_0X9GgU&list=PLL0vUXtar4KItHnfyOLkKePJkCxFoRAlg&index=1&t=1276s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N90UQykwQ-8&t=7s
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLL0vUXtar4KKBXDYqtAIgSRjdpQB30N_t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDCVn_oJR2w
https://yieldguild.substack.com/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4HRhcQ7nVKDNHXHXEdMwhV
https://open.spotify.com/episode/53ivZtluupR7Vbks3dTs0d?si=wWK4gHdtRcqxX2_ebSjscg
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7yaBFCJ08cIyK6TJN7NmBE?si=c023046697974595


Global Media Coverage
Below are highlights of news and features covering YGG during Q4. See the appendix for the full list.

BeInCrypto Oct 2022
Gaming Communities Will be Stronger

Than Any Nation or Religion

Cointelegraph Nov 2022
Filipino founders launch Philippine Web3 Festival

to bring global attention to homegrown talent

BSC News Nov 2022
Yield Guild Games: The Journey of the First Web3 Guild

Manila Bulletin Dec 2022
Philippine Web3 Festival donates P1 million to

Apl.de.Ap Foundation

Events and Conferences
The YGG team promoted the virtues of web3 and the future of reputation to senior leaders of the business
community at the Milken Institute Middle East and Africa (MEA) Summit held in Abu Dhabi and
Neckerverse, an invite-only summit held on Sir Richard Branson’s Necker Island and spearheaded by
venture capitalist Bill Tai. The team also addressed more traditional tech markets at Web Summit and
GamesBeat Summit Next as they continue to take the YGG message to the world.

Beryl Li at GamesBeat Summit Next Beryl Li at Milken Middle East and Africa Summit (MEA)

Gabby Dizon at Neckerverse Beryl Li at Web Summit
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https://beincrypto.com/gaming-communities-will-be-stronger-than-any-nation-or-religion/
https://beincrypto.com/gaming-communities-will-be-stronger-than-any-nation-or-religion/
https://cointelegraph.com/press-releases/filipino-founders-launch-philippine-web3-festival-to-bring-global-attention-to-homegrown-talent
https://cointelegraph.com/press-releases/filipino-founders-launch-philippine-web3-festival-to-bring-global-attention-to-homegrown-talent
https://www.bsc.news/post/yield-guild-games-the-journey-of-the-first-web3-guild
https://mb.com.ph/2022/12/13/philippine-web3-festival-donates-p1-million-to-apl-de-ap-foundation/
https://mb.com.ph/2022/12/13/philippine-web3-festival-donates-p1-million-to-apl-de-ap-foundation/
https://venturebeat.com/games/gamesbeat-summit-next-2022-features-5th-women-in-gaming-breakfast/
https://milkeninstitute.org/events/mea-summit-2022/speakers
https://medium.com/yield-guild-games/ygg-co-founder-gabby-dizon-shares-the-play-to-earn-story-at-neckerverse-summit-6c957368d417
https://yieldguild.substack.com/p/web-summit-2022-takeaways-from-the


Philippine Web3 Festival
In November 2022, the first Philippine Web3 Festival was hosted by YGG and BlockchainSpace in Manila,
bringing together a diverse group of attendees from the web3 community including gamers, builders,
investors, developers, educators and artists from all over the world.

The festival served as a platform for YGG to reinforce its leadership position in the space and create a
conduit for its partners and investors to connect with their target communities thanks to the Philippines'
status as a hub for web3 technology.

Below are some key highlights from the Philippine Web3 Festival:

● Speakers from YGG included Colin Goltra, Gabby Dizon, Beryl Li and Mike Ovecka, as well as
members of the YGG Pilipinas team such as Luis Buenaventura, Kat Gonzalez and Een Mercado.

● Representatives from YGG subDAOs such as Irene Umar of YGG SEA, Akio Tanaka of YGG Japan,
Christy Choi of SKYGG, Nico del Pino of Ola GG, and Abhishek Anand of IndiGG shared their
subDAO’s focus for onboarding more users into web3.

● A number of YGG partners participated in the event, including Ian Estrada of XLD Finance, Renz
Chong of BreederDAO, Ash Mandhyan of MetaverseGo, Carlos Otermin of Unlockd, Ryan Yang of
Big Time Studios, Kent Byers of Civitas, and Brian Akaka of Laguna Games and Crypto Unicorns.

● YGG investors were also present at the event, including Yat Siu of Animoca Brands, Brian Lu of
Infinity Ventures Crypto, Ryan Foo of Delphi Digital, Shi Khai Wei of LongHash Ventures, and Juno
Chen of SevenX Ventures.

● Apl.de.Ap of the Black Eyed Peas had a fireside chat with Leah Callon-Butler, Director of Emfarsis,
where he spoke about the importance of art and how technology is making it easier for Filipino
artists to showcase their work to a global audience.

● Gabby Dizon of Yield Guild Games, Peter Ing of BlockchainSpace, and April and Sevi Agregado of
Sevi Loves Art presented a PHP 1,000,000 donation to Apl.de.Ap's philanthropic efforts after his
fireside chat and live performance.

● YGG Pilipinas was able to secure sponsorships from GCash, Globe, MetaverseGo, Binance,
Huawei, Angkas, Polygon, XPLA, MetaCene, MixMarvel, Rangers Protocol, BNB Chain and XY
Finance. The conference was cash flow positive for YGG, achieving a 92% satisfaction rate from
sponsors.

● The Philippine Web3 Festival had over 2,000 in-person attendees, 110,700 online viewers, and a
total online reach of 32.2 million.

With the success of the inaugural Philippine Web3 Festival, YGG is looking forward to more opportunities
to bring together its community, partners and the wider web3 ecosystem through in-person events.
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YGG Community
Guild Advancement Program (GAP)
In December 2022, YGG wrapped up Season 2 of its Guild Advancement Program (GAP), the
achievement-driven community token distribution protocol that rewards members for contributing value
to the guild. The program allows YGG members to build their on-chain reputation and support community
growth through active participation in YGG-partnered games and other guild initiatives.

KING OF
THE ARENA

EXPERT
SCHOLAR

URBAN
CLIMBER

YGG FOUNDER’S
FORTUNE

ENGINEER I ARTIFICER I

Season 2 introduced new types of non-game quests and achievements, designed for various community
members such as creators, streamers, influencers and artists to display their skills and encourage
participation outside of gaming.

● GAP Season 2 offered guild members 117 total available achievements, up from 45 achievements
in Season 1, thanks to the participation of more YGG-partnered games.

● These achievements were tied to 13 games including Axie Infinity, League of Kingdoms,
Splinterlands, CyBall, Castle Crush, Big Time, Legends of Venari, My Pet Hooligan, and more.

● Season 2's Achievement NFTs were created by 41 artists from Cryptopop Art Guild (CPAG) led by
CPAG Art Director Caroline Dy, who envisioned the NFTs to look hand-painted and fit a fantasy
video game aesthetic. The NFTs were directly sent to participants on-chain.

● GAP Season 2 had four times more participants than the first season. Participants were able to
track their progress and claim their NFT and token rewards on the YGG dapp.

Mae-zing, YGG Game Ambassadors Lead, shared her thoughts on how the success of GAP Season 2
positively affected the Game Testers Program: "GAP Season 2 has been great for the Game Testers
Program. One of the key highlights is the impressive growth in the number of participants; from 100 in
Season 1, we had 393 who applied for the quests this season. The increase in qualified participants is
notable too, as the number of qualified participants has increased fourfold since the last season.
Needless to say, Game Testers are eagerly awaiting Season 3."

Player Engagement
In Q4, YGG launched a second YGG Guild Badge on the Polygon network for increased accessibility due to
lower gas fees. Since November 4, over 14,000 community members minted their badge on Polygon,
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joining the 23,104 Ethereum Guild Badge holders, bringing the total number of Guild Badge holders to
37,104 by end of Q4 2022. Guild Badge holders may access the following benefits:

● Access to the YGG dapp, exclusive Discord channels, and esports content and events
● Free access to the Web3 Metaversity platform through YGG’s partnership with Nas Academy
● Access to YGG Rewards Vault and Guild Advancement Program (GAP) for additional rewards

Despite the change in market conditions in 2022, the YGG scholarship program generated
US$2,764,848 from six games: Axie Infinity, CyBall, Fancy Birds, Genopets, Crypto Unicorns and Castle
Crush. Of the rewards generated, US$1,778,731 went directly to the YGG player community.

The Game Tester and Game Ambassador programs, alongside the Guild Advancement Program (GAP),
have been an effective way for the players within the YGG community to earn rewards through their
efforts and dedication while adding value to YGG’s gaming partners.

Reward Vaults

The second iteration of YGG Reward Vaults introduced two new game partners, League of Kingdoms and
Thetan Arena. Participants can participate by staking their YGG tokens in the vaults to earn a bridged
version of LOKA tokens or THG tokens as rewards.

“The YGG Reward Vaults program is an effective way to engage the YGG community while
being an efficient and innovative approach to rewarding Guild Badge holders. This allows us to
gain much greater insight into the relationship between our player community and our game
partners as we continue to evolve our reward programs.”

— KnightAV, Head of Product Development

YGG Elite Esports Update
YGG has solidified its position as a leader in the rapidly advancing web3 esports landscape through a
dedicated emphasis on esports competitions and team development within the guild.

● YGG Elite now has 13 players while YGG Rising Stars has 86 players. Pomchi is the first female
web3 esports player to be added to the YGG Elite roster. Additionally, Tersaik from Argentina, Staz
from the Philippines, and Toen and Blue from Japan joined the lineup this quarter.

● YGG hosted the Axie Open Manila as part of the Philippine Web3 Festival. The tournament
featured 196 players competing for a US$250,000 prize pool. YGG Elite players Kousei and
Elm0momo both secured the top 16 spot in the tournament.

Mike Ovecka, YGG Head of Esports, stated, "Esports in the web3 gaming scene is not just about playing.
It's about creating an immersive, engaging and competitive experience for YGG players to connect,
compete and build their reputation on a global scale."
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https://medium.com/yield-guild-games/ygg-partners-with-educational-platform-nas-academy-to-build-web3-metaversity-7d8acd1f2ed4
https://mobile.twitter.com/pomchi_pom
https://twitter.com/tersaik
https://twitter.com/stazdingo
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/axie-open-manila-2022-tickets-453928461247
https://twitter.com/Kouseiiin
https://twitter.com/Elm0momo


YGG Network Update
YGG regional subDAOs take a hyper-localized approach to address the distinct needs of YGG’s global
community. Operating autonomously with direct counsel from the core YGG team, these subDAOs offer
individualized services, regionally focused engagement, and support for cultural diversity.

YGG SEA IndiGG Ola GG BAYZ

YGG JAPAN TROY AMG DAO SKYGG

Network Update
● YGG SEA built a platform for community engagement called “the Hub'' and established offline

presences in Southeast Asia with the aim of onboarding 1 million community members and 120
game partners in 2023.

● IndiGG is growing rapidly, focused on building their community through microguild leaders called
“clan chiefs.” The number of clan chiefs increased from 200 to 1,169 by the end of 2022.

● Ola GG is using data analysis to create tailored products and a questing system for users to gain
experience and access benefits. They are also launching a tournament platform for members.

● BAYZ held a leadership summit, participated in community events, and is developing web3 tools
and tech platforms for creators based on a survey of the web3 gaming landscape.

● YGG Japan released Gabee Town, a platform that provides web3 games from Japan, built to
produce competitive gamers from interactions between players through various games.

● Troy has started using GodmodeHQ, a website that provides user and revenue data on web3
games, DeFi protocols, and NFT collections for those looking to grow their user base.

● AMG DAO launched its Stream2Earn program to encourage community members to create
content for associated games as they strive for the “most-streamed” position for multiple games.

● SKYGG kept its focus on esports, acquiring two first-person shooter (FPS) teams that compete in
Overwatch and Rainbow Six Siege. They are also fielding a team in this season of Axie Infinity.
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SubDAO Summit
YGG held its first-ever SubDAO Summit on November 18, 2022, in Manila during the Philippine Web3
Festival. The summit was organized to provide internal updates, share ideas, communicate strategies, and
define concrete points of cooperation for the year ahead. It also promotes alignment among all of the
groups to achieve the shared goals within the YGG network.

YGG SEA, IndiGG, Ola GG, YGG Japan, BAYZ and SKYGG were in attendance at the summit. Each
organization spoke about the work they are doing in their region, sharing insights about the various
channels they use to reach their audience, offline activation strategies, and how to better understand
users to support them fully. They also discussed streamlining ways to collaborate, explore synergies and
share strategies around partnerships and coordination for esports tournaments.

"We are more aligned than ever. The subDAO summit was a success in
fostering cooperation and working towards a common goal. Despite
market challenges, the power of our network was evident, and we look
forward to continuing this progress in future meetings."

— Andy Chou, Head of Ecosystem Development

"The biggest unlock of the summit was each group recognizing that different parts of the system are
being built, and we can leverage the strengths of each one," said YGG co-founder Gabby Dizon.

While each regional subDAO is autonomous from the main guild, they all support the overall mission of
YGG: to onboard new users onto the open Metaverse and create new opportunities for players worldwide
in digital worlds.Moving forward, the YGG subDAO network will come together for similar discussions at
least once or twice a year, taking turns hosting the group in their specific region.
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Partnerships Update
Through various partnerships and initiatives such as the Game Tester and Game Ambassador programs,
YGG works directly with games, guilds and infrastructure projects that are building the future of the
Metaverse.

New Game Partnerships in Q4
The table below outlines the new games that YGG partnered with this quarter.

NEW GAME PARTNERSHIPS FOR Q4

Swords of Gargantua
Swords of Gargantua is an online 4-player VR sword-fighting game. Players use their Meta
Quest controllers as swords and shields in the virtual world, with every movement reflected in
the virtual space. The harder a player swings, the stronger damage they inflict on the hordes of
enemies that guard the final boss, Gargantua. After a successful first run, the game will return
in early 2023, adding an exciting new experience to the YGG gaming ecosystem.

Castaways
Castaways is an open-world sandbox MMO game. Although it is still in its alpha stage, the
game’s developer, Branch.gg, completed a US$12.5 million seed round led by Dragonfly and
Polychain. Players work together to build environments, participate in mini-games and trade
resources. YGG has acquired 34 of the 1,000 total Castaways Genesis Character NFTs to build
a thriving community in the game, which provides opportunities to progress and work
cooperatively as a guild. Recently, it experienced growth and now has 20-30k daily active users.

Existing Game Partners Update
YGG game partners posted a lot of progress updates in Q4 with many launching playable games,
expanding their gaming assets and introducing more governance options for token holders.

PROJECT UPDATE

Aavegotchi Added a free-to-play component called Lickquidators. GHST, has also been listed on Coinbase.

Axie Infinity
Land gameplay debuted via an early alpha build of Axie Infinity: Homeland, now live for landholders to
start their own villages on the planet of Lunacia.

Big Time Added SPACE, Big Time’s land system that allows users to expand their virtual Metaverse.

Blocklords Players can now collect in-game items, banners, in exchange for Heroes, a playable player-owned asset.

Castaways Average 20-30k daily active users (DAU). Released NFTs for islands, treasure chests and characters.

Castle Crush YGG's Castle Crush clan, Alpha Titans, finished in 1st place on the global leaderboard for 2022.

Civitas Launched their first paid public mint and began to issue their Monthly Fragment Airdrop.

Cometh Launched Boiler, a Discord tool for creators to build NFT projects and manage communities.

Crypto Raiders Released new dungeons to explore and added new skills for better customization and strategy.
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PROJECT UPDATE

Cryptoys Dropped their Masters of the Universe series in collaboration with Mattel.

Crypto Unicorns Crypto Unicorns introduced Quadratic voting to better balance voting powers.

CyBall CyBall was acquired by Coin98 Labs, resulting in the delay of the $CYB launch.

DigiDaigaku Announced the purchase of a Super Bowl ad slot. More NFTs were airdropped to Genesis Holders.

Ember Sword Held the third edition of the highly competitive Thanabus Cup, a multi-week player competition.

Fancy Birds Launched Fancy Birds: Sky Wars, a multiplayer PvP shooter, and Fancy Hop, a platformer.

Genopets New features launched, including Alchemical Crafting.

Guild of Guardians Launched Guild's Treasure, a staking system in which 5 million $GOG will be given out in six months.

Heroes of Mavia Presented a demo of alpha gameplay to the public.

Illuvium Launched Overworld Private Beta and announced Illuvium: Zero Private Alpha, available to land holders.

Influence Opened sign-ups for Early Access (Open Alpha) launching in January 2023.

League of Kingdoms Rolled out several game performance updates, such as customizable dashboards to fit user needs.

Metalcore Ongoing open world access in Q4 2022.

MOBOX Officially released MOHome, personal spaces that can be decorated and built upon.

MonkeyLeague Launched a breeding feature to enable teams and take advantage of limited edition seasonal trades.

My Pet Hooligan
My Pet Hooligan released their first companion drop, the ZuckBots, which were a free mint for Hooligan
holders. ZuckBots provide access to the Rabbit Hole game and other social experiences.

Nifty Island Launched Alpha Access where players can create, trade and display 3D NFTs on their island.

Nitro League The 3D Beta, Nitro Arcade, is now available for Android and web users.

Nyan Heroes Collabed with @bestfriends as a part of their charitable mission to find loving homes for shelter cats.

Phantom Galaxies Released their first game mode, Astrafite Rush, to earn the native governance token, Astrafer.

Sipher Completed $SIPHER staking and teased content from the pre-alpha play test of Sipher Odyssey.

Space Misfits Launched Player Wallet, Player Marketplace and Staking dapp V2.

Splinterlands Land expansion marks an exciting new phase for the game and its economy.

Star Atlas Announced the launch of the upcoming web browser game Star Atlas: Golden Era (SAGE).

Storyverse Landplots are replaced with Founders Passes. Users no longer need an NFT to use the platform.

Synesis One Announced partnership with BMC Games Portal to host hyper-casual games that utilize $SNS.

Tatsumeeko Unveiled new logo and hosted a variety of seasonal mini events and distributed supporter rewards.

The Sandbox
The Sandbox hosted a variety of Season 3 Alpha Game Events including the Care Bears, Elventown,
Mecha Santa's Workshop, as well as returning favorites like The Walking Dead and Snoop Dogg.

Thetan Arena Won Polkstarter award for best mobile game.

Vulcan Verse Introduced the Vulcan Bank as a gamified staking solution for $LAVA.

Walken Reached 2 million players on November 25 and launched Walken Runner, a hyper-casual game.

War Riders NFT Property sale went live in December to acquire Garage NFT Property Titles and earn BZN.

Zed Run Zed Run hosted a month-long celebration inspired by the 2022 World Cup.
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Partnership Summary
The team approached new partnerships with a higher level of caution in the final quarter of 2022. As
market conditions remained uncertain due to the collapse of FTX and the risk of contagion, the guild took
greater care not to risk deploying funds unnecessarily. In total, YGG finalized two partnerships, which
closed at a value of US$129,056.

In 2022, YGG formed 33 new partnerships across games (20 game partnerships), guilds (five
guild/subDAO partnerships) and infrastructure (eight web3 infrastructure partnerships). The total cost of
these partnerships in 2022 was US$7.69 million.

TOTAL PARTNERSHIP SUMMARY

GAMES (TOKEN) GAMES (NFT) GAMES TOTAL GUILDS P2E INFRA TOTAL

Partnerships 41 35 57 9 17 83

Cost $5,667,581 $5,482,018 $11,149,599 $4,925,000 $2,295,000 $18,369,599

% of Total 30.85% 29.84% 60.70% 26.81% 12.49% 100%

31.12.2022 $6,171,629 $6,000,673 $12,172,302 $16,950,000 $2,395,607 $31,517,909

% of Total 31.90% 31.02% 62.92% 87.62% 12.38% 100%

Disc. at
31.12.2022 8.17% 8.64% 8.40% 70.94% 4.20% 41.72%

Since inception, YGG has closed 83 partnerships at a total cost of US$18.37 million. The valuation of
those partnerships as of December 31, 2022, was US$31,517,909. Market sentiment has been down for
multiple quarters in 2022, but with many partners’ roadmaps filled with launches and updates, these
games are likely to receive strong interest and enthusiasm from the YGG player community.
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Appendix
Compilation Notes
Yield Guild Games takes transparency very seriously as we are accountable to our community of players,
YGG token holders and those who have backed YGG since inception.

YGG WALLET EXPLORER DEFI NFTS

0xe30ED74c6633a1B0D34a71c50889f9F0fDb7D68A Etherscan Zerion OpenSea

0xF0103243F4d22B5696588646b21313d85916A16A Etherscan Zerion OpenSea

0x16b281438C5984A46D94acc6C4b31e252A03DFCf Etherscan Zerion OpenSea

0x2662A2d03695C80ca3C5645cbC2E7547842dA6bC Etherscan Zerion OpenSea

0x1af5478e25BC877d27f794962696211eac474FcE N/A N/A OpenSea

0x12eca18aac6db2470e000c0688cf11b9d8ea1d31 Etherscan N/A N/A

0xcafeacdadd29f55ce935492e20f1f982df3fb51d Etherscan Ronin OpenSea

ronin:4b18cebeb9797ea594b5977109cc07b21c37e8c3 N/A Ronin N/A

0x6e7f09aa3d151b932de2e7846e8341902d0fbeef N/A N/A OpenSea

0xf6dcc7aed1efecee267542e26be742b7f8f095ff Polyscan N/A OpenSea

0x23eb4e02c29e69452718cd5caf2255488bc7ce3a Polyscan Zerion OpenSea

0xdae36002431aa9394be363d3d43fbdb6de6af7cc Polyscan N/A N/A

0xB981290d9d804075986482F0302c03A3Cd2aFf32 Etherscan Zerion OpenSea

0x21653E2f0472aFAF64eC85f585f0DB4ab83a83F0 Etherscan Zerion N/A

GvAm8xG5BSWXy286jWXWzYpN2xzPADQEoK9U8dQCDtzt Solscan N/A N/A

0xa597f915f5Eb850eB0cB8709F1eFd5f5256eaB18 Snowtrace N/A N/A

0x8E8D8015a7ffA49c83ee7A8773b0f69380cc6552 Etherscan N/A N/A

0x21653E2f0472aFAF64eC85f585f0DB4ab83a83F0 Etherscan N/A N/A

0x54fC1dB259B674A7C53eADD67253bD865c5a7FD1 EnjinX N/A N/A

0x5bC98513EB8972d03C99B30eB94D81051B035519 Etherscan N/A N/A

GvAm8xG5BSWXy286jWXWzYpN2xzPADQEoK9U8dQCDtzt SolanaFM N/A OpenSea

DfA41FjhNCPbHqg1GAfLjsZMe4xFmYoGivkWNVJmNxnt SolanaFM N/A N/A

3fGSv3VdKvf7KSMt1o9Lb3dZ4YK9ScUTWktcrC4JJBTq SolanaFM N/A N/A
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https://etherscan.io/address/0xe30ED74c6633a1B0D34a71c50889f9F0fDb7D68A
https://app.zerion.io/0xe30ed74c6633a1b0d34a71c50889f9f0fdb7d68a/overview
https://opensea.io/0xe30ED74c6633a1B0D34a71c50889f9F0fDb7D68A
https://etherscan.io/address/0xF0103243F4d22B5696588646b21313d85916A16A
https://app.zerion.io/0xf0103243f4d22b5696588646b21313d85916a16a/overview
https://opensea.io/0xF0103243F4d22B5696588646b21313d85916A16A
https://etherscan.io/address/0x16b281438C5984A46D94acc6C4b31e252A03DFCf
https://app.zerion.io/0x16b281438c5984a46d94acc6c4b31e252a03dfcf/overview
https://opensea.io/0x16b281438C5984A46D94acc6C4b31e252A03DFCf
https://etherscan.io/address/0x2662A2d03695C80ca3C5645cbC2E7547842dA6bC
https://opensea.io/0x2662A2d03695C80ca3C5645cbC2E7547842dA6bC
https://opensea.io/0x1af5478e25BC877d27f794962696211eac474FcE
https://etherscan.io/address/0x12eca18aac6db2470e000c0688cf11b9d8ea1d31
https://etherscan.io/address/0xcafeacdadd29f55ce935492e20f1f982df3fb51d
https://explorer.roninchain.com/address/ronin:cafeacdadd29f55ce935492e20f1f982df3fb51d
https://opensea.io/0xcafeacdadd29f55ce935492e20f1f982df3fb51d
https://explorer.roninchain.com/address/ronin:4b18cebeb9797ea594b5977109cc07b21c37e8c3
https://opensea.io/YieldGuildGamesZED
https://polygonscan.com/address/0xf6dcc7aed1efecee267542e26be742b7f8f095ff
https://opensea.io/0xf6dcc7aed1efecee267542e26be742b7f8f095ff
https://polygonscan.com/address/0x23eb4e02c29e69452718cd5caf2255488bc7ce3a
https://app.zerion.io/0x23eb4e02c29e69452718cd5caf2255488bc7ce3a/overview
https://opensea.io/0x23eb4e02c29e69452718cd5caf2255488bc7ce3a
https://polygonscan.com/address/0xdae36002431aa9394be363d3d43fbdb6de6af7cc
https://etherscan.io/address/0xB981290d9d804075986482F0302c03A3Cd2aFf32
https://app.zerion.io/0xB981290d9d804075986482F0302c03A3Cd2aFf32/overview
https://opensea.io/0xB981290d9d804075986482F0302c03A3Cd2aFf32
https://etherscan.io/address/0x21653E2f0472aFAF64eC85f585f0DB4ab83a83F0
https://app.zerion.io/0x21653E2f0472aFAF64eC85f585f0DB4ab83a83F0/overview
https://solscan.io/account/GvAm8xG5BSWXy286jWXWzYpN2xzPADQEoK9U8dQCDtzt
https://snowtrace.io/address/0xa597f915f5eb850eb0cb8709f1efd5f5256eab18
https://etherscan.io/address/0x8E8D8015a7ffA49c83ee7A8773b0f69380cc6552
https://etherscan.io/address/0x21653E2f0472aFAF64eC85f585f0DB4ab83a83F0
https://jumpnet.enjinx.io/eth/address/0x54fc1db259b674a7c53eadd67253bd865c5a7fd1/assets
https://etherscan.io/address/0x5bC98513EB8972d03C99B30eB94D81051B035519
https://solana.fm/address/GvAm8xG5BSWXy286jWXWzYpN2xzPADQEoK9U8dQCDtzt
https://opensea.io/GvAm8xG5BSWXy286jWXWzYpN2xzPADQEoK9U8dQCDtzt
https://solana.fm/address/DfA41FjhNCPbHqg1GAfLjsZMe4xFmYoGivkWNVJmNxnt
https://solana.fm/address/3fGSv3VdKvf7KSMt1o9Lb3dZ4YK9ScUTWktcrC4JJBTq


Global Media Coverage
The table below is a list of articles relating to YGG that were published during Q4 2022.

DATE PUBLICATION ARTICLE LINK

04.10.2022 Manila Bulletin PDAX, YGGA bring DLSU to the Metaverse

12.10.2022 Adobo Magazine More metaverse innovations to be expected at Web3 Hackathon – UBX

13.10.2022 Manila Standard Top business leaders: Broader adoption of Web3 to create fresh jobs, livelihood for Filipinos

17.10.2022 Inquirer Top Business Leaders: Broader adoption of Web3 to create fresh jobs, livelihood for Filipinos

20.10.2022 BusinessWorld Adoption of Web3 seen to boost jobs, investments in the Philippines

22.10.2022 Venture Beat GamesBeat Summit Next 2022 features 5th Women in Gaming breakfast

25.10.2022 Venture Beat Animoca Brands’ Yat Siu on why Asian companies may have the edge in blockchain games

28.10.2022 Be in Crypto Gaming Communities Will be Stronger Than Any Nation or Religion

02.11.2022 Blockchain Gamer Oasys partners with YGG Japan to deepen global access for blockchain in Japan

02.11.2022 Cointelegraph Filipino founders launch Philippine Web3 Festival to bring global attention to homegrown talent

02.11.2022 The Chainsaw What to Expect at PHWeb3Fest: The Largest Web3 Gaming Hackathon

03.11.2022 Entrepreneur Problems In the Web3 Gaming Industry

11.11.2022 When in Manila What Is Web3? Blockchain, Crypto, NFTs, and Their Role in the Philippines

13.11.2022 When in Manila What Are NFTs and How Can Filipinos Use Them in Real-Life Settings?

15.11.2022 Esquire The First Philippine Web3 Festival Is Happening This Week. Here's Why You Should Participate

21.11.2022 The Mega Maxi The Philippine Web 3 Festival Is Over: Here’s What You Missed

22.11.2022 Manila Bulletin Philippine Web3 Festival strengthens ties to global ecosystem

23.11.2022 CoinGeek Philippine Web3 Festival: ‘We’re the world leaders in Web3

24.11.2022 BSC News Yield Guild Games: The Journey of the First Web3 Guild

25.11.2022 E27 The Philippines can be ‘Korea of Web3’, says Axie Infinity Co-Founder

27.11.2022 Ungeek Philippine Web3 Festival highlights blockchain and Web3 technology innovations in the country

28.11.2022 Philippine Daily
Inquirer

Filipino Competitor Martinsuuuu Places Third in Axie Open Manila

29.11.2022 Deal Street Asia SE Asia's gaming startups record funding surge, but can they sustain the momentum?

30.11.2022 Blockworks Animoca’s New $2B Investment Fund Focuses on the Metaverse

05.12.2022 When in Manila BlockchainSpace Founder Peter Ing Highlights the Power of Gaming NFTs at PH Web3 Festival

13.12.2022 Manila Bulletin Philippine Web3 Festival donates P1 million to Apl.de.Ap Foundation

19.12.2022 E27 Web2 vs Web3 people: Disruption amid decentralisation as blockchain goes mainstream

20.12.2022 Yahoo! Polygon Founder Unveils Web3 Accelerator Beacon

21.12.2022 Cointelegraph Retrospectiva Play-to-earn: Depois de alta de 45.000%, confira como foi 2022 para o setor e o
que esperar para 2023, por bayz
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https://mb.com.ph/2022/10/04/pdax-ygga-bring-dlsu-to-the-metaverse/
https://www.adobomagazine.com/events/more-metaverse-innovations-to-be-expected-at-web3-hackathon-ubx/
https://manilastandard.net/tech/314268406/top-business-leaders-broader-adoption-of-web3-to-create-fresh-jobs-livelihood-for-filipinos.html
https://business.inquirer.net/367817/top-business-leaders-broader-adoption-of-web3-to-create-fresh-jobs-livelihood-for-filipinos
https://www.bworldonline.com/technology/2022/10/20/481658/adoption-of-web3-seen-to-boost-jobs-investments-in-the-philippines/
https://venturebeat.com/games/gamesbeat-summit-next-2022-features-5th-women-in-gaming-breakfast/
https://venturebeat.com/games/animoca-brands-yat-siu-on-why-asian-companies-may-have-the-edge-in-blockchain-games/
https://beincrypto.com/gaming-communities-will-be-stronger-than-any-nation-or-religion/
https://www.blockchaingamer.biz/news/20317/oasys-partners-with-ygg-japan-to-deepen-global-access-for-blockchain-in-japan/
https://cointelegraph.com/press-releases/filipino-founders-launch-philippine-web3-festival-to-bring-global-attention-to-homegrown-talent
https://thechainsaw.com/nft/blockchain-gaming/philippine-web3-blockchain-gaming-fest-what-to-expect/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/en-au/technology/problems-in-the-web3-gaming-industry/438424
https://www.wheninmanila.com/what-is-web3-blockchain-crypto-nfts-and-their-role-in-the-philippines/
https://www.wheninmanila.com/what-are-nfts-and-how-can-filipinos-use-them-in-real-life-settings/
https://www.esquiremag.ph/culture/tech/philippine-web3-festival-a00289-20221114
https://themegamaxi.com/news/the-philippine-web-3-festival-is-over-heres-what-you-missed/
https://mb.com.ph/2022/11/22/philippine-web3-festival-strengthens-ties-to-global-ecosystem/
https://coingeek.com/philippine-web3-festival-were-the-world-leaders-in-web3-video/
https://www.bsc.news/post/yield-guild-games-the-journey-of-the-first-web3-guild
https://e27.co/the-philippines-can-be-korea-of-web3-says-axie-infinity-co-founder-20221117/
https://www.ungeek.ph/2022/11/philippine-web3-festival-highlights-blockchain-and-web3-technology-innovations-in-the-country/
https://esports.inquirer.net/32507/filipino-competitor-martinsuuuu-places-third-in-axie-open-manila
https://www.dealstreetasia.com/stories/se-asias-gaming-startups-funding-318787
https://blockworks.co/news/animoca-new-metaverse-fund
https://www.wheninmanila.com/blockchainspace-founder-peter-ing-highlights-the-power-of-gaming-nfts-at-ph-web3-festival/
https://mb.com.ph/2022/12/13/philippine-web3-festival-donates-p1-million-to-apl-de-ap-foundation/
https://e27.co/web2-vs-web3-people-disruption-amid-decentralisation-as-blockchain-goes-mainstream-20221215/
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/polygon-founder-unveils-web3-accelerator-140000391.html
https://cointelegraph.com.br/news/play-to-earn-retrospective-after-a-45-000-increase-last-year-check-out-how-2022-was-for-games-and-what-to-expect-for-2023
https://cointelegraph.com.br/news/play-to-earn-retrospective-after-a-45-000-increase-last-year-check-out-how-2022-was-for-games-and-what-to-expect-for-2023


Yield Guild Games Supporters
Yield Guild Games has been able to deliver opportunities for scholars from emerging nations across the
world. This would not have been possible without the support of our partners and initial investors such as
Marc Weinstein, Sebastien Borget, Jeffrey “Jihoz” Zirlin, Aleksander Larsen, David Cunio, Alex Amsel,
Julien Bouteloup, Joe Mahon, Gabriel Leydon and others.

#WeAreYGG
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